


DANIELE DAINELLI

International renew photographer. 
He dedicated himself to photography with a personal style characterized 
by a particular color delicacy. Besides editorial works, Dainelli is also invol-
ved in corporate productions.

STEFANO BIANCHI

Senior Art Director & Graphic Designer, with international experience.
He provides communication consultancy focusing primarily on fashion, 
design and luxury brands.

ENRIQUE MARTI ASSOCIATES

Enrique MartíAsociados is a multidisciplinary design studio born in March 
2013 after the union of Ángel and Enrique Martí, industrial designers with a 
vast experience in the design and product development.
offers a comprehensive design service from new products development to 
everything about corporate image, communication, product management 
and design consultancy.

CONTRIBUTORS

Ooland is a young brand from a home-living 
company with a long history.

Ooland is an abbreviation for only and original land.

Ooland, sticks to the principle of «less is more» 
and pursues purity and simplicity. It conceives in the name of 
beautiful shape and practical function.

Ooland commits to presenting elegant, functional furniture 
of high quality. Seeing is believing. 
Every single detail presents the customers with 
satisfying experience.

This world becomes smaller. Ooland holds the design 
concept that the design should not only benefit itself, but 
also concern about the society. 

A good design absolutely is the respect to human and na-
ture.

Ooland reflects the vigorous pursuing of exquisite life with 
careful craftsmanship. !
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MUCHA

DESIGN BY ENRIQUE MARTÌ ASSOCIATES







MAIN FRAME + TABLE TOPS: POLYPROPYLENE

PP-6 White Pantone 110-CPP-3 Orange PP-15 Red Pantone 222-CPP-17 Black

CHAIR ( Stackable )

BARSTOOL

TABLE

ARMCHAIR ( Stackable )

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE

MUCHA has a sensual delicacy: sensual curves and volumes. Completely made in injected polypropylene the stackable chair and armchair, barstool, and bar tables 
are available in this collection.
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SALOON







Inspired in the classyc bent wood european seats, the stackable chair SALOON allows you to choose between its plastic or solid beech wood  legs and back supports 
combined with its injected polypropilene seat and back. The barstool and bar tables are available in this collection too.

CHAIR ( All finishes )

BAR TABLE TABLE

BAR STOOL

POLYPROPYLENE

WOOD

FINISHES
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WOODEN LEGS CHAIR STEEL LEGS CHAIR SLEED STEEL LEGS CHAIR 

WOODEN LEGS BARSTOOL

KNOT - TABLE

STEEL LEGS BARSTOOL

The WASOSKY collection shell is made in injected polypropilene and later combined with different bases manufactured in chromed steel and solid oak wood. Some of its references are 
stackable being the armchair and barstool references available too inside this collection.

The KNOT TABLE reminds the classic game “mikado” with its kind of chaotic base made of different wooden bars all together joined by an injected polypropilene or chromed steel knot.

SHELL: POLYPROPYLENE

TABLE BASE + LEG: WOOD

FINISHES



M r . X
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A complete solid oak wood frame carefully manufactured is completed with an injected polypropilene seat and back shell, to build a fresh, attractive and innovative chair 
with all the flavor of the timeless furniture. The bar table is available inside this collection too.

CHAIR 

TABLE

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE & WOOD 

SEAT & BACK SHELL

MAIN FRAME
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G E O -TA B L E

DESIGN BY ENRIQUE MARTÌ ASSOCIATES



It´s singular attractive shell available in injected polyrpopilene and in translucent polycarbonathe too, is combined with different bases manufactured in chromed steel and 
solid oak wood. GOTCHA is attractive and versatile, always the best option. GOTCHA is stackable in some of its versions being the barstool available too.

STEEL BASE CHAIR (stackable) SLED STEEL BASE CHAIR (stackable) WOODEN LEGS CHAIR 

WOODEN LEGS STOOL

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE & POLYCARBONATE 

SEAT & BACK / POLYPROPYLENE

SEAT & BACK / TRANSLUCENT POLYCARBONATE

BASE / WOOD

The GEO table is made in folded laser cut painted steel sheet, forming a sigular stable base which can be combined with several chairs.
This base is stackable (without the top) and can be ofered in sevral colors and finishes.

GEO TABLESTEEL BASE STOOL



ALIEN
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ALIEN shells are made in fiberglass reinforced polypropylene and are available in some different colors which can be even combined in the same chair. The user can 
choose between some different base options too, being the major part of them absolutely stackable.

STEEL SLED CHAIR 

STEEL CHAIR 

STEEL SLED ARMCHAIR 

STEEL SLED CHAIR 

WOODEN LEGS CHAIR 

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE & POLYCARBONATE 

Pantone 110 -C

SHELL: POLYPROPYLENE



rendering
dettaglio

T
TREE
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rendering
ambientato 
immagine

CHAIR 

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE

TREE harmoniously topped with its particular weaved backrest which provides an original and particular look with also the best comfort.It is made in fiberglass reinforced 
polypropylene and is available in some different plastic and weaving colors too.

CHAIR 

Pantone 110 -C

MAIN FRAME + THREADS: POLYPROPYLENE



C
CLOCK-TABLE

T
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TABLE BASE: POLYPROPYLENE

TABLE ROUND TABLE

Pantone 110 -C

FINISHES: GLASS + POLYPROPYLENE

Beautiful, different, fresh and completely modular CLOCK is strong due its particular shape and structure. The table base is made in reinforced fiberglass polypropylene 
and can be adapted to almost every kind of top despite its material (glass, veneered board, compact board).



GT
GAROTTA TABLE
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TABLE TOP + LEGS: WOOD

FINISHES

GAROTTA can be found in different shapes as rectangular, square and even round, and in different kind of finishes too. Its legs can be perceived always as independent 
objects which join the top to compose a really harmonious group but always keeping their own identity, always showing their own shape and volume. 

TABLE ROUND TABLE



CRASH TABLE

C T
DESIGN BY ENRIQUE MARTÌ ASSOCIATES



TABLE TOP + LEGS: POLYPROPYLENE

PP - 6 White Pantone 110 - C

FINISHES: GLASS + POLYPROPYLENE

Inspired by the traditional technics of the Japanese “origami”, its structure keeps a particular order that make it strong, beautiful and easy to be produced. Its corners, incoming 
and outgoing volumes, always asymmetric sections reflects the light drawing a different landscape, a different leg, a different table… a kind of delicious chaos for the senses.

TABLE



C
CRADDLE
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SEAT + BACKSEAT: POLYPROPYLENE

STRUCTURE: WOOD

FINISHES: BEECH WOOD + POLYPROPYLENE

CRADDLE combine plastic and wood. All the wooden frame is made with round section pieces joint one to each other. The original plywood or upholstered seat and 
back are made of polypropylene shells. The fiberglass reinforced polypropylene gives an extra comfort when sat on the armchair.

ARMCHAIR 



S L I N K Y

DESIGN BY ENRIQUE MARTÌ ASSOCIATES



MAIN FRAME + THREADS: POLYPROPYLENE

LEGS: WOOD

FINISHES: BEECH WOOD + POLYPROPYLENE

Slinky is a combination of different materials. The main frame is made of reinforced fiberglass polypropylene with four wooden legs. The polypropylene threads belts 
support the seat hanging from the backrest creating the really unique sensation to be sat just floating in the air.

ARMCHAIR 
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!



690

660495

840

700355

FINISHES

SMALL COFFEE TABLE BIG COFFEE TABLE

SOFA DOUBLE SEATER SOFA SINGLE SEATER

Yellow Petrol green Red Black

CROSS PAINTED STEEL FRAME

TABLE TOP: WOOD

1950

560 560

376450

450

POLYCARBONATE OR FELT

Yellow Petrol green

LAMP

790795

1100

1480

1100

875

The bergere armchair and two seats sofa are characterized by a glossy plastic high backrest, containing a soft padding made in moulded polyurethane, upholstered in 
different colored fabrics and leather.Available also completely upholstered and in bi-colour version, Robin easily matches every home or contract environment.

Black

BACKSEAT

SEAT



DA I S Y
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FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE

Lime Yellow

PC White Lime Yellow

Mars red

Mars red

Petrol green

Petrol green

Bodrum sand

Bodrum sand

Carbon anthracite

Carbon anthracite

XXXXXXXX: POLYPROPYLENE

YYYYYYYY: POLYCARBONATE

530

450

458

700995

570

710

2000

1000

540

1800

300

300

540

CHAIR

STEEL SLED BAR STOOL

TABLE

ARMCHAIR

STEEL SLED BAR STOOL WITH ARMREST

CEILING LAMP + FLOOR LAMP

760

620

Daisy is stackable and 100% recyclable, it looks like a flower corolla. The armrests can be in the same colour of the chair or contrasting, transparent or opaque, always 
glossy to create new colour combinations, nature inspired. Seats like large and small wreaths of peonies lamps in bud, create profiles and shapes for a totally elegant object. 



P
PORRETTA
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FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE

45
9

CHAIR CHAIR 

BI-COLOR CHAIR CEILING LAMP + FLOOR LAMP

XXXXXX: POLYPROPYLENE

Anthracite Lime green Petrol green Red Black

Porretta is a chair with a lifestyle mood. Sensuality, style and colors for a chair very suitable also for outdoor spaces. The color mix and the charming graphic themes, 
gives life to a fresh solutions with a strong visual impact. Stackable and able to fulfill every functional needs. It is moulded in a multicolor technopolymer single piece, with 
air-moulding next generation technology.
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FLOOR LAMP FLOOR LAMPCHAIR CHAIR

TABLE TOP: WOOD

Pantone 222 CPP-3 orange

STRUCTURE (POLYPROPYLENE)

Anthracite Pantone 110 CPetrol green

ROUND TABLE TABLE

Pantone 222 CPP-3 orange

POLYPROPYLENE

Anthracite Pantone 110 CPetrol green

WOOD

Pantone 222 CPP-3 orange

POLYPROPYLENE

Anthracite Pantone 110 CPetrol green

WOOD

FINISHES

Contrasts, shadow games for a new chair marked out by sharp cuts and decisive lines. Son of a up-to-date taste, Pixar gets the right combination between hi-tech and 
tradition. PP-moulded shell with wooden legs, 100% recyclable, for a contemporary house



M
M I N A
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FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE + POLYCARBONATE 

CHAIR

TABLE LAMP

ARMCHAIR

Lime Yellow Mars red Petrol green Bodrum sand Carbon anthracite

STRUCTURE: POLYPROPYLENE

Lime Yellow Mars red Petrol green Bodrum sand Carbon anthracite

BACK SEAT: POLYCARBONATE

Lime Yellow Mars red Petrol green Bodrum sand Carbon anthracite

Black Anodized alluminium

TOP TABLE + LAMP: POLYPROPYLENE

TABLE + LAMP BASE

Mina, with its winding pure line, is a top-leve product to be placed in every location, fulfilling the necessity of design and elegance.
The wide finishing selection makes the possible combinations endless. Its unbelievable comfort makes it suitable for both contract or home use.

624

28
5

487

17
37

487



SAVANA
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LEGS: 4 COMBINATIONS

PP 468 U

Petrol greenPP-110 U Bodrum sand

Lime yellow

Red

PP-14 Light green

PP-468 U

PP-6 White

PP-6 White

PP Warm Gray 7U

PP-11 Green

1 LEG + 1 LEG +1 LEG + 1 LEG

2 LEGS +2 LEGS

PP-6 White PP Warm Gray 7U

TOP: CLEAR &FROSTED GLASS / POLYPROPYLENE

FINISHES: POLYPROPYLENE, GLASS, WOOD

A table characterized by a wonderful base with a strong personality: the colour, the sense of glamour and elegance belong to this table, nice to share with friends and 
guests. Its expressive strength introduces it in everyone home.

TABLE



LEAVES
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BACKSEAT: POLYPROPYLENE

AnthracitePP-11 Green Pantone 110 CPP-4635U

SEAT + LEGS: WOOD

CHAIR X CHAIR Y

FINISHES

A natural thought with fluid and expressive shape far away from the usual cold and anonymous geometries. Leaves plays and restores the ancient relationship with Mother 
Earth, to live with the emotion of a timeless wellness. Stackable chair made in PP and wood available in different colors.



CHANTAL
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photo rendering

FINISHES

CHAIR ARMCHAIR

POLYPROPYLENE

PP-3 orange

PP-468 U

Anthracite Pantone 110 CPetrol green

Thin and sculptural shape jointed in a global hug, oriented to get an harmony free from any fashion. Chair and armchair are stackable, with many different colors to be 
combined in contrast or mono-color. PP-moulded, with its personality values every living-room with quality and sobriety.



P
PELIKAN

!
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SOFA

SOFA

SINGLE SOFA

DOUBLE SOFA

FINISHES
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!



FINISHES

TABLE  WITH GLASS TOP / WOOD

Yellow Petrol green Red Black

STRUCTURE AND TOP:

WOOD

CHAIR

SINGLE SEATER

LEISURE CHAIR

DOUBLE SEATER NO LEGNO N°90 ?

POLYPROPYLENE

WOOD

Black

TV STAND

PP Warm Gray 7U

shape missing

STRUCTURE AND TOP:

STRUCTURE AND TOP:

Black

Black

BACKSEATS

BACKSEATS

?

?



FINISHES

DOUBLE SEATER CON LEGNO N°91 ?

SOFA BED ?

LAMP

COFFEE TABLE





4a
cover


